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Abstract

A few years ago we sat down with Neil Wallace and had two lengthy, free-ranging
conversations about his career and, generally speaking, his views on economics. What
follows is a distillation of these conversations.

1 Introduction

The lore of the Cleveland Fed research department famously includes (maybe even starts

with) an episode in the late 1980s when Neil Wallace participated in a conference on money

demand, organized and hosted by the Bank. At the time, like many other Federal Reserve

research departments, the Cleveland group was in full-trot transition from a team devoted

largely to business conditions analysis to one focused on policy-related research that could

stand up to the highest professional standards and scrutiny. As a member of the pioneering

research outfit at the Minneapolis Fed, and a founding father of the rational expectations

revolution (which at the time still felt quite young), Neil Wallace was the honored guest at

the conference.

Befitting his status, Neil was seated at the head table for the conference dinner, along

with the president Lee Hoskins and the research director John Davis. In the course of the

evening’s conversation, Neil was asked what policies he would be pursuing if he was in charge

of the Fed. His first response (of course) was that he would never take such a job. But his

hosts pressed on, insisting that he suspend disbelief and deliver a policy conclusion.

∗The views expressed here do not necessarily represent those of the Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta and
Chicago or the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
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“Well,” Neil eventually replied, “I guess I would set the money supply as a constant

fraction of the government debt.”After a few seconds, his table companions pressed him

further on why that would be his preferred course.

“Well,”Neil even more eventually replied, “It turns out some models are easier to solve

with that assumption.”

When we reminded Neil of this story during the course of our interviews, he responded

first with a silent bemused look, then entered his silent tilted-head/raised-eyebrows/I’m-

thinking mode. After quite a few moments of this —Neil likes to note that people have

told him even his pauses have pauses —he began to describe to us the class of models and

problems he was working on at the time, and why a constant money-debt ratio seemed like

a plausible policy.

You will read a lot of that sort of thought process in this interview. What stands out to

us in this conversation, as with every one we have ever had with Neil, is how clearly each idea

emerges from the intellectual platform on which it is built. As Neil describes his career you

will recognize the tale of a serious scholar, someone not just doing the work but continuously

thinking through how the work ought to be done.

There is an old joke that asks how many economists it takes to change a light bulb. The

punchline is that economists don’t change light bulbs. They screw one in during graduate

school, and when it burns out they just sit there in the dark. You will find none of that in

what follows, which is a distillation of two lengthy, free-ranging conversations that we had

with Neil at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago several years back. The time devoted to

these talks reflect both Neil’s incredible generosity and the unwillingness of the interview-

ers to cut short any opportunity to learn from a man that we both, with some amount of

self-flattery, consider a mentor.

Very few people have a truly coherent view of their own intellectual history, and the

capacity to articulate their mind’s journey. Fewer still have lived that history in such a

remarkably consequential period for their chosen field. Neil Wallace is one of those few.
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2 Graduate School

I went to Columbia as an undergraduate and then the University of Chicago as a graduate

student. I began my first job when I was 24 at the University of Minnesota in 1963. A lot

has happened since then. For the things that I think about, there have been two main de-

velopments over this time. One is the development of rational expectations equilibrium and

the other, more generally, is the notion that we ought to build models in macroeconomics

and monetary theory in a coherent way.

As a graduate student, did you have a feeling that something along these lines was about to

happen?

In my first year at Chicago, Harry Johnson taught us macro, and it was pretty strange. I

remember Harry coming into each class with these voluminous handwritten notes, and read-

ing to us. The course met twice a week in two-hour sessions, and I don’t recall a break during

the two hours. So we were sort of sitting there, listening. I remember that Harry almost

never used the blackboard. His approach was the history of thought of macro. I don’t know

how far back we went, but I can certainly remember trying to read some of Irving Fisher.

Toward the end of the course, we read Franco Modigliani’s 1944 Econometrica paper. I can

still remember my feeling that this paper was the “Promised Land.” I got to know a few

graduate students when I was an undergraduate at Columbia, and I remember going back

when I was on vacation from Chicago, and running into some of them. They were still trying

to do macro using the equation of exchange as their framework, while I had Modigliani’s

framework. It was an eye opener for me at the time.

Can you remember exactly what it was? What conception of macro did you have before

Modigliani?

Well, I really had no conception. You know what the history of macro is like. Prominent

economists, like John Stuart Mill, wrote a micro book and a macro book. If you pick up the

micro book, you sort of recognize what is going on, even though it’s very primitive. You pick

up the macro book, and you don’t know what’s going on. Alfred Marshall was the big ex-

ception. And it wasn’t an accident. According to what I heard– maybe from George Stigler

in a graduate course in the history of thought or from Milton Friedman–Marshall had the

view that macro was not well enough developed to call for an exposition like the principles

of macro. So when people want Marshall’s views on money, they read his testimony about
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the Indian monetary system before various commissions or rely on reports from those who

attended his lectures. After looking at this early unrecognizable macro stuff, in Modigliani

you see equations whose number is equal to that of the unknowns, and the equations seem

to allow you to talk about things the way people still do today. So it was a real eye opener.

One of the best things I learned at the University of Chicago was some econometrics.

I can’t remember who taught us this course, but the book was by Theil, and it wasn’t an

econometrics text. The book had a huge appendix, with the first exposition of two-stage

least squares. So, somehow, IS-LM, macroeconomics and econometrics, were fitting together.

That’s where I was at in graduate school.

3 Moving fromModigliani toModernMacroeconomics

Can you remember when dissatisfaction with the Modigliani program started to bubble up for

you?

It wasn’t until I saw a working paper version of Lucas’s “Expectations and the Neutrality

of Money.”Before that, Tom Sargent and I were trying to build models which were elabora-

tions of IS-LM. I won’t speak for Tom, but I was stuck in a static mode. We had the view

that things depend on people’s expectations of inflation, and we wanted to endogenize the

expectations. Our approach was to be clear about stocks and flows in IS-LM. But when you

start thinking about that, you’re naturally led to think about some kind of dynamics. At the

time, I was also working with John Kareken and Tom Muench. Muench was a good opera-

tions researcher, so to him the idea that an equilibrium condition is a difference or differential

equation didn’t seem strange. But to me, that was just way out there. So although we were

thinking about dynamics, it was in a very static way. Then I saw this paper by Lucas; I

don’t know why I read it, or tried to read it. In part, I did because Bob had been a classmate

at Chicago and I had a high opinion of him. I picked up the paper, and it’s talking about

people, two-period lived people. What’s that? There are no people in macroeconomics! I

pretty much saw that the Phillip’s curve ideas that Sargent and I had been working on were

a dead end. That paper (Lucas ‘72) raised the standard, and there was no turning back.

The Lucas ’72 paper had a huge influence on me in all sorts of respects. First of all,

in terms of style and a way of theorizing, that pretty much marked a break for me. And

the paper made me think about what money was doing in that model. That’s probably my
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first substantive, what I would call serious, thinking about money. So it was hugely influ-

ential. Recently, I was at a little conference in Phoenix, and Lucas gave a keynote address.

In talking about the recent financial crisis he, in part, used the equation of exchange as a

framework. He said, “The profession is struggling with trying to figure out how a change

in nominal income is split between prices and real income,”and that “I wasted 10 years on

that problem.”I don’t know who was sitting next to me in the audience, but I said “Well,

maybe, but he got a Nobel for it.”But anyway, that really is the way he feels. He wasn’t

joking when he said, “I wasted 10 years on this.”

Do you still think it’s an interesting problem?

Yes. I’m not ready to dismiss outright the ideas that are in Lucas’s ‘72 paper. The idea

that it is unreasonable to have lags in seeing the money supply because you can look up the

St Louis Fed’s estimate of it is, I think, a misguided criticism. Lucas’s paper is a model of

aggregate demand shocks and how they impinge on the world. The St. Louis Fed numbers

are only part of the story about last quarter’s aggregate demand shock. So I think some of

the ideas in the Lucas paper shouldn’t be dismissed.

So the bell went off after you read the Lucas paper. You obviously had a stockpile of things

that you were working on. Were you in conflict for three or four years trying to finish up

these (pre-Lucas ‘72) papers?

I don’t think I was in much of a conflict. I sort of abandoned that stuff. In 1975, Tom

and I published a well-known paper. That was Tom’s effort to get a little something out of

a failed research effort. But I was done. Lucas’s paper got me thinking about money, and,

for the most part, abandoning directly thinking about business cycles. Since money was the

only asset in Lucas ’72, there was no issue about why it was held.

What was your thinking at the time about what would be a good way to think about money?

For a while there, I thought the overlapping-generations model was going to be the model

of money. My attitude was to try to put that model to work in a number of applications.

A classic problem in monetary economics, identified by Hicks back in 1935, is why money

exists when there are higher return assets around. I had this idea that if we legally inhibit

intermediation, then rate of return dominance would emerge. I wrote a couple of papers

about that using an overlapping-generations model. In retrospect, I think the profession was

right to reject that view of money.
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Because it didn’t deliver on Hicks’s central question?

I don’t think it dealt with Hicks’s question very well. But the overlapping-generations

model really failed miserably in explaining why economies have money in the following sense.

People have had in mind for, I think, a couple of thousand years that something like money is

a useful thing. It helps an economy achieve outcomes that it couldn’t achieve in its absence.

So it’s natural to have as a goal of monetary theory to invent settings where that is the

case. How are you going to do that? There are two versions of answering this question. One

version has money as one of a number of devices for achieving allocations, and it’s not the

unique one. I have as a goal the second and more ambitious version. I want money to be

the unique way to achieve allocations. People looked at Samuelson’s overlapping generations

model, and gave the first answer. Money was one way to achieve the allocation. But it was

hard to make the claim that it was a unique way to do it. In the early 90’s, Kandori wrote

a paper about implementing allocations in overlapping-generations models. In his paper,

he said that if we can remember what people did when they were young and reward them

when they are old contingent on what they did as young people, then we don’t need money.

We can achieve everything that you could achieve with money. This record-keeping idea is

much older. I attribute it, mainly, to Joe Ostroy in his thesis and in some papers that he

published in the mid-70’s. Even though I had discussed Ostroy’s papers in classes, I didn’t

see their significance. Although Ostroy, a paper by Townsend in the 80’s, and Kandori’s

work pre-date Narayana’s paper entitled Money is Memory, that paper brought home the

idea that money is a way to record past actions.

This seems to me to be a great idea, and something we ought to be working on. It

fits within economics in general. When I teach undergraduates money and banking, I say,

suppose you’re in class and you don’t have a pencil. So you turn to your neighbor, and what

are you going to say? You might say, “Do you have a spare pencil?”Suppose the person has

a spare pencil. Do you offer to buy it? Or do you say, “lend me a pencil.”I think you would

say, “lend me a pencil,”because you’re in a continuing relationship with this person. The

idea is that we use money with strangers, and we don’t with people we know.

I guess some of us have tried to hire our kids and to give them allowances to get them

to behave. But by and large we don’t use money in the family. You don’t use money in a

small Amish community or in a kibbutz. We know what people have done. Maybe we don’t

use money in the same way in an organization either. So I think it’s a big idea, and a good
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idea. It just wasn’t in the overlapping-generations model.

4 Deviations from Arrow-Debreu Model

Obviously, the notion of hidden trading histories seems very natural. But, given technological

advances, it seems to be becoming increasingly less natural to think in those terms. Money

is becoming less important. So do you have thoughts about this?

Sure. I think that idea should push us is in the direction of thinking about payments

instruments in terms of the informational requirements needed to support them. We use

credit and debit cards most of the time. There’s an information structure that supports

that. And that idea is related to what we should take to be the base for the inflation tax.

It ought to be currency, not some broad notion of money. It may be true that your checking

account has a low interest rate, but there are lots of reasons why that might be. An obvious

one is that the payment of explicit interest would be part of your income for tax purposes,

and giving you payment services for free is something you don’t have to claim as income.

One of the best models we have of demand deposits, the Diamond-Dybvig model, says

that you’re sacrificing some rate of return for the right to spend early if you want. This model

predicts that demand deposits will have a low rate of return in exactly the circumstances

under which the equilibrium looks like an illiquid banking system. So, when we think about

inflation taxes, we’re thinking about currency. And once we think about currency, where

does that push us? Well, obviously, it pushes us to thinking about the underground-economy

role of currency.

All of this goes along with the idea about trading histories. Certainly we can imagine

the world going cashless. Is a cashless world going to be the Arrow-Debreu model? Well,

for lots of reasons, maybe not. In particular, these ideas about circumstances under which

money is essential always assume that people are not committing to future actions. That’s

always there in the background, as it probably should be in everything we think about. But

that’s not the Arrow-Debreu model.

In a world without cash, what would monetary theory be about?

A few years ago, I started out a graduate course in monetary theory by handing out a table

of GDP by sector of origin. I asked the students “which of these sectors fit comfortably as an
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activity or an industry or a good in the Arrow-Debreu model?”You can do the Arrow-Debreu

model very crudely, and maybe shove many things into it, but not very easily. One sector

which does not fit into it is FIRE: finance, insurance, and real estate. Retailing is another

such sector. We need new models for those sectors and, perhaps, when we have them, we will

see a relationship to monetary theory. By the way, I wonder whether Greenspan, who proba-

bly was a big believer in some version of the first welfare theorem, recognized that he was pre-

siding over a financial system which doesn’t exist in the model to which the theorem applies.

You just argued a little while ago that incomplete trading histories is the best story we’ve

got to describe the frictions that give rise to money. But maybe it is only a piece of this big

non-Arrow-Debreu world?

I don’t know whether this imperfect monitoring idea is the whole idea, but I think it’s a big

idea in thinking about how we transact. But your question brings to mind another question:

what is the role of pairwise meetings in monetary economics and elsewhere in economics. I

like pairwise meetings. In some ways, they certainly fit well with imperfect monitoring–

you don’t know about things occurring across the street right now because you’re not there.

There are a lot of things in the past that you don’t know about because you weren’t there and

haven’t been told about. The idea that we’re not all costlessly and immediately connected

has a lot to do with those big non-Arrow-Debreu sectors of the economy. I’ve done some ap-

plications of pairwise meetings models where this lack of connection is a big deal. One of my

favorite papers is something called “Float on a Note”, written with Tao Zhu, which takes up a

seeming paradox related to the profitability of bank note issuing in private banking systems.

In a very general way, float in the financial system is about people not being connected.

5 Teaching

How do these ideas about money, informational frictions and Arrow-Debreu influence your

views on teaching economics?

If we were to construct an economics curriculum, independent of where we’ve come from,

then what would it look like? The first physics I ever saw was in high school. I went to the

Bronx High School of Science, so you might think they would have had some good physics

there. The year I took it somebody was on sabbatical, and I was taught physics by someone

who was a Latin instructor. He was struggling along with us. I can vaguely remember some-
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thing about frictionless inclined planes, and stuff like that. So that’s what a first physics

course is; it’s Newtonian mechanics. So what do we have in economics that’s the analogue of

Newtonian mechanics? I would say it’s the Arrow-Debreu general competitive model. So that

might be a starting point. At the undergraduate level, do we ever actually teach that model?

That means that you would not talk about money in your first course.

That’s right. Suppose we taught the Arrow-Debreu model. Then at the end we’d have

to say that this model has certain shortcomings. First of all, the equilibrium concept is a

little hokey. It’s not a game, which is to say there are no outcomes associated with other

than equilibrium choices. And second, where do the prices come from? You’d want to point

out that the prices in the Arrow-Debreu model are not the prices you see in the supermarket

because there’s no one in the model writing down the prices. That might take you to strate-

gic models of trade. You would also want to point out that there are a lot of serious things

in the world that we think we see that aren’t in the model: unemployment, money, and (an

interesting notion of) firms aren’t in the Arrow-Debreu model. What else? Investing in in-

novation, which is critical to growth, isn’t in that model. Neither is asymmetric information.

The curriculum, after this grounding in the analogue of Newtonian mechanics– which is the

Arrow-Debreu model– would go into these other things. It would talk about departures

from that theory to deal with such things; and it would describe unsolved problems.

So that’s a vision of a curriculum. Where would macro be? One way to think about macro

is in terms of substantive issues. From that point of view, most of us would say macro is about

business cycles and growth. Viewed in terms of the curriculum I outlined, business cycles

and growth would be among the areas that are not in the Arrow-Debreu model. You can talk

about attempts to shove them in the model, and why they fall short, and what else you can do.

Another aspect of macro is some special tools used to analyze inter-temporal models.

At Penn State, the beginning part of the graduate macroeconomics curriculum is essentially

only that. In some programs, there may be a mixture of tools and substantive issues.

My vision of a curriculum differs a bit from the parallel treatment of micro and macro

that we see at all levels of the economics curriculum. That parallel treatment is a bad idea.

The substantive issues in macro– business cycles and growth– should be what are called

field courses, parallel to courses in industrial organization and international trade.

I can remember a little debate we had in the Minnesota economics department in the
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1970’s. We had principles of economics courses, and one of the courses had the number 1,

and the other had the number 2. There was no prerequisite ordering over these courses, but

one had the number 1 and the other had the number 2. At the time I got there, macro was

number 1 and micro was number 2. I was among those who said, “even though we’re not will-

ing to put a prerequisite ordering on these courses, why don’t we switch the numbers?”to at

least give some hint that a little background in micro might be helpful background for macro.

Not everyone liked this idea of switching the numbers. It was noted that the then current

labeling was adopted to encourage interest in economics by having them take macro first.

As part of the discussion, we talked about how you don’t need micro to do the quantity

theory of money, IS-LM, and so on. That’s the argument for teaching micro and macro as

parallel offerings. I don’t think that’s the impression that we want to impart to students.

Just because business cycles and growth are important doesn’t mean you start out with

discussions of them. Cancer is important, but it’s not the first biology course.

It sounds as if you’re going to tell the students, “this is medicine, you have to take it, and

then you’ll get to appreciate the economy through economics.”

This goes to issues in the philosophy of science. It goes to issues like, are there facts that

are distinct from theories, or are there just theories? I don’t think we’re doing students a

service by, say, teaching beginning students supply and demand and not pointing out the

sense in which this is a theory. It’s not truth, it’s a theory. There are these old debates in

economics about whether supply/demand is empty, but it’s not empty. Supply/demand is

the general competitive equilibrium model, with its first welfare theorem, and so on. It’s not

empty, but to teach it as if it’s the truth is in every sense a bad idea. Yes, students want to

know about the economy, but somehow, at some point, you have to dispel the notion that

you’re up there dispensing truth.

6 Theory and Policy

You seem to believe that theory informs us about some practical things. For example,

Diamond-Dybvig appeals to you as more than just a nice theoretical construct. It appeals

to you because it addresses something that is pertinent. So what is it?

Adam Smith wrote a chapter on banking. In it, he said that banks should try to match
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the maturities of their liabilities to the maturities of their assets. In modern language, he

would have been saying banks shouldn’t take on term-structure risk. Friedman advocated

100% reserve banking. Today, there are advocates of narrow banking, which is much the

same thing. Is there a theory underlying those claims?

I think not and I think that Diamond-Dybvig throws light on that policy issue. It comes

out on the side of those who say that it’s the function of banks to borrow short and lend

long. In a dramatic way, the model provides new insights into that issue.

This gets back to your earlier argument that maybe we should just be thinking of macro as a

set of substantive questions.

Right, I think policy decisions both at the individual level and government level are, in

a general way, a good entry into motivating what should be taught. So, for example, you

can motivate a finance course, or at least some of it, by saying “Well, you guys out there

and your parents are making some portfolio decisions. Let’s think about the elements that

go into that.”

Do you think economists as a group have made a prominent or useful contribution to public

policy?

I don’t know. Some time ago, I read a book of essays by Lewis Thomas, a very well-

known biological medical researcher. In one of his essays, he says that he rarely picks up

an issue of the journal Nature in which he doesn’t come across some article that completely

changes his mind about some natural phenomenon. If we pick up an issue of a leading

economics journal, it’s a little hard to say something analogous. But I think we have made

some progress. I remember reading some articles from the 60’s by some well-known people

discussing Ricardian equivalence issues. I think the profession is much clearer about that

today than it was 40 or 50 years ago. Also, you would be hard pressed to find an economist

that believed in a permanent inflation-unemployment trade-off today.

It would be nice to be able to point out the big discoveries in economics which you might

put side by side with a list of big discoveries in biology, medicine, physics, or chemistry. It’s

not so easy to make that prominent list for economics.

Is this because the problems in economics are just a lot less significant than in other areas?

Or are answers just a lot less certain in economics?

So here’s an issue. Michele Boldrin and David Levine have been working on a big en-
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deavor for a number of years. They advocate that we eliminate patents. I really applaud

them for taking up this issue. We’ve had studies going way back which suggest that most of

growth is attributable to innovation as opposed to changes in inputs of labor and capital. So

you’d think that finding would lead people to turn to the question: How does a society orga-

nize to achieve innovation? Most economists have not addressed the question, but Boldrin

and Levine have.

They’re two very smart guys. They started out trying to argue that they discovered a

flaw in the theory that defended patents, and that unfettered competition might lead to

innovation. I think they’ve backed off that claim. Now they seem to have adopted the view

that whether patents are desirable is an empirical issue. They have a book that largely looks

at case studies and says that there’s enough advantage to being the first mover that you

don’t need patents.

How society should organize to achieve the right amount of innovation or the best bang

for the buck is a hard question. It’s an instance of an important question that is an eco-

nomics question, and one that we’re not very far along in answering. Nailing that question

would be analogous to discovering penicillin. But can we imagine nailing it? Maybe, but

I’m not sure. In any case, there are questions in economics that if answered in a convincing

way would rank with major discoveries in other fields.

If you were a policy maker how you would think about policy? We’ve observed that you have

been kind of silent about specific recommendations. Why is that?

This is sort of related to things we’ve been talking about. I have no desire to be a policy

maker. To have a desire to be a policy maker would be to say something like, “Well, if I

had been in Bernanke’s situation I would have done things very differently for the following

reasons, and things would be much better had I been in that position.”I have no feelings in

that direction. It’s very hard to make policy decisions given our current state of knowledge,

and I have no desire to try.

Do you find any irony in that fact you’ve been so closely attached to many Federal Reserve

banks throughout your career, prominently in Minneapolis of course, but even afterwards?

Not really. This is delicate on a number of grounds. I’ve been working in monetary

theory for all this time, and I think it’s a fun and exciting area to work in. I look at received

theory, and see a hole in it regarding money. If you can help fill it in a way that provides
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some insights on policy issues, then that’s a big contribution.

To what extent should the Federal Reserve System be engaged in such research?

In my years in association with the Federal Reserve Bank in Minneapolis, there have been

a few times when my research was directly inspired by some policy issue that the Bank wanted

to address. One was some work in the 60’s on so-called intermediate policy targets; the other

was related to bank failures and deposit insurance issues that first came up in the mid 70’s.

You wouldn’t pick unpleasant monetarist arithmetic?

Right, I wouldn’t. We were thinking a little about current events, but it’s not that the

Bank president posed the question.

Wasn’t your work on deposit insurance directly motivated by a real time policy question?

It was. At the time, John Kareken was an economic advisor to the Bank president and

we became interested in the way the Fed and the FDIC handled the failure of Franklin Na-

tional. But in most other respects, the research questions that have inspired me have just

been there and have been there for a long time.

7 Kareken and Wallace Indeterminacy

One of things that the Minneapolis Fed was prominent in advocating for a while was fixed

exchange rate regimes, which we’d always gathered was highly influenced by your work.

I can’t recall what exactly inspired it, but I can remember some things about it. This

was about the time when I was going from model building by just slapping down some

demand function for money to wanting to do something more fundamental– maybe, using

overlapping-generations to do it. But it was in a quite early stage of doing that. I’m not

sure what our thinking was, but we decided we would write down an overlapping-generations

model with two countries and two monies, and we’d think about the possibility of currency

substitution in that world. As I remember, we were surprised by the result that if we didn’t

have some extraneous rules– residents of one country are not allowed to hold the other coun-

tries’money or something related– then we couldn’t get well defined demands for individual

monies.

At the time when we first got this result, it was pretty disturbing to me. I felt like we
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were heading into some completely unknown area. Luckily for me, Kareken was willing to

be adventurous. He wanted to take this wherever it went: if it’s a little disturbing, fine. He

had in mind that it was a good thing to look for serious micro foundations. So we wrote

this little paper. I’m not sure what we called it, but it came be labeled “indeterminacy of

exchange rates.”This is the only Quarterly Journal of Economics publication I’ve ever had.1

At the time, the Minneapolis Fed had a quarterly review, and it was always a struggle

to fill it. I can remember thinking, maybe I should write a quarterly review article about

indeterminacy of exchange rates. I’m Jewish by background, and knew a bit about Passover.

Part of it is a meal at which one of the children asks what are called the four questions.

And one of these questions, or maybe the general overriding question, is “why is this night

different from other nights?” I was driving home from work one day and I thought of a

title for a potential Quarterly Review piece; namely, why markets in foreign exchange are

different from other markets. Because I liked the title, I decided I would write the paper.

And I think it’s the only one of my Quarterly Review articles that doesn’t have a symbol

in it. The article was picked up in a couple of books of readings because Federal Reserve

papers can be freely reprinted and because it was all words.

But I did like the question– why markets in foreign exchange are different from other

markets– because it relates back to some fundamental issues. I can find in writing Milton

Friedman saying that if markets can price cars, then they can price German marks in terms

of dollars. So what does it mean that markets can price cars? That’s an allusion to the first

welfare theorem. There’s something good about markets pricing cars, but dollars and other

currencies are not in the model. So this analogy is not valid in several senses. That’s partly

the theme that I pursued. And, yes, I’ve been skeptical of floating exchange rates on those

grounds. Floating exchange rates is not just an application of free markets. It has to rest

on other grounds.

In fairness to Friedman, his main argument for flexible exchange rates was not the first

welfare theorem. It’s actually Philip’s curve stuff: it’s easy to get price adjustments through

an exchange rate rather than from price levels. It was a story about some prices being more

flexible than others. But at the time, these sorts of inflexible nominal price models were not

the things we were pushing in Minneapolis, so where was the case for floating exchange rates?

1Well, not quite. Neil has a forthcoming paper in the Quarterly Journal of Economics, “Optimal
money-creation in ‘pure-currency’economies: a conjecture.”
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If I was taking up this issue today, my analysis might be somewhat different. However,

I’d still have a tough time defending the view that the Canadian dollar should float against

the US dollar.

7.1 Reflections on Own Research

Staying with the topic of your research, you are known to be one of your own toughest critics.

But over your career there’s got to be some stuff that you really like. What papers do you

still like and why?

In one sense I’ve been fortunate. There are people who do their best work as their first

work. Consider Kenneth Arrow and his work on social choice theory. I think most people

would put that work up there among the best things that he’s ever done. I’ve talked about

how I came from doing old style macro, where you build models one equation at a time, and

you don’t think about the underlying behavior very much. So I’ve sort of made a painful

conversion from being that kind of economist to learning a little economic theory. And along

with learning a little economic theory, I learned a little mathematics. I still have holes, sub-

stantial holes, in my mathematical knowledge. But I’m in this somewhat happy position of

thinking that I’m writing my best papers now– certainly relative to what I’ve done in the

past, and even, relative to what other economists are doing now.

I think I’ve mentioned that I like the paper that Tao Zhu and I wrote, called “Float on a

Note.”It took this issue, not the biggest deal in the world, and provided a nice insight about

it. And I liked the little paper we and Manjong Lee did on denomination structures. It’s

about how we think about what are good denomination structures, in the following sense:

should you have $5’s, $7’s, and $20’s or something else. It’s a small question and it’s easy

to master the small literature on it. Our paper couldn’t have been written without the

background work on models in which people meet in pairs to trade. The same is true of the

paper on float. Both papers are on small questions, but represent substantial advances on

the existing literature on those questions. Most important, they take an existing group of

models and apply them in new areas.

I’m not just picking those things out because they’re recent. If I put them up against

things I’m better known for– unpleasant monetarist arithmetic or the work on deposit

insurance– the recent things are more innovative. That’s my judgment. I think I’ve be-
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come a better economist, mainly because I couldn’t help but get better.

You don’t have anything that you would say, “I got it about right.”

I don’t think so. I think what I got right, since about the mid 70’s, is telling graduate

students that monetary theory is quite undeveloped. There are some real voids to fill there,

so we should try to fill them. I haven’t been the only one saying that by any means. But I’ve

probably been saying it longer than a lot of people. But in terms of actually making contri-

butions that might stand some test of time, I don’t think that earlier stuffwill meet the test.

Don’t you think new ideas help even if they don’t stand the test of time? You’ve already dis-

cussed how the OLG framework was really the first attempt to get at the deeper foundations

of monetary economics. Ok, so it didn’t quite pan out, but the question got asked. . .

Yes, perhaps that’s so. By the way, I like the work I’ve done with Ricardo Cavalcanti on

inside and outside money. (We would do it better if we were writing that paper now, but that

paper with Ricardo is one that I like a lot.) When I compare that work to a cash-in-advance

model, or a model in which money is in the utility function, our work is much better and

takes up a real issue. Should we allow people to issue private monies? It’s a long-standing

question. What do you do with that question if your theory of money is cash-in-advance?

It’s a dead end. It’s a conversation stopper. You’re either going to say, well, the private

money is the cash in the cash-in-advance model or it’s not. That’s the end.

8 Importance of Heterogeneity

Could you expand on that? What is the right approach to building monetary models?

The right way to integrate money into economic theory is to try to build models from

the ground up; try to build models in which money has a role. That pushes you in a certain

direction. If you like models in which people meet in pairs, then any kind of idiosyncratic

shocks that occur– such as health shocks, tastes shocks or some people are running into

trading opportunities and others not– will lead to a situation of diverse outcomes. This

gives rise to heterogeneous-agent models.

The diffi culty is having a state variable which is a distribution. Except in very special

cases, you do not get closed-form solutions. By the way, outside of monetary economics,

people are not really shying away from this. In any case, the issue is whether you can you
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innocently simplify the model and get away from this heterogeneity?

Lagos-Wright thought of a way of doing this. They had the vision that the economy has

some decentralized trade in the economy and some trade that looks more like competitive

markets. This, perhaps, seems reasonable. Then they assume quasi-linear preferences in

the part of the model where there’s competitive trade. That assumption has far-reaching

consequences. When you think about quasi-linear preferences in microeconomics, it’s used

to do partial equilibrium analysis in a somewhat rigorous way; that is, it allows you to talk

about one market at a time. It’s widely used in microeconomics and is sometimes called

transferable utility. It simplifies things by getting rid of income effects. It was clever for

Lagos and Wright to see that this hugely simplify matching models.

So then the question is: What are you getting through this assumption (of quasi-linear

preferences), and what are you giving up? Well, you’re getting a huge amount of tractability,

the ability to get closed-form solutions. But you have to ask yourself, what’s the price of

this? I do not think that is not being addressed. Related to this, when matching models

began to be used, it was standard to assume that money holdings were either zero or one

indivisible unit. And, there too, it is important to ask whether the answers are sensitive to

that assumption, an assumption which is made only for the sake of tractability.

So what about quasi-linearity? By now, we know some qualitative things about this. We

know if you could support the taxation required to have the Friedman rule in that model,

it would give us the first best allocation. But we also know that if we had a departure

from quasi-linearity, in terms of preferences in this competitive part of the model, then we

wouldn’t want to have the Friedman rule. We’d want to have less deflation, or a lower rate of

return on money. So this particular assumption of quasi-linearity gives a particular answer

which is not general and is not indicative of the general policy prescription.

So I think we ought to be careful about treating this quasi-linearity as if it’s some normal

case. When you look at the way these models work, what they say is that if you think about

them in terms of the propensity to save, at some wealth level below some critical value, the

marginal propensity to save is unity and above some critical value, it’s zero. So this is a

pretty special thing. You have to decide for what issues quasi-linearity is somewhat innocent

and for what issues it’s not. It should not be the default model.

Beyond tractability, one argument for the Lagos-Wright approach is that it eliminates hetero-
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geneity that is not an essential characteristic of a model that would be useful for answering

many questions about monetary economies. Do you think this argument is wrong?

Well, what are those questions? They seem to be questions about the Friedman rule and

the welfare costs of inflation. As I said before, I believe that currency is the base for the

inflation tax. Once you look at currency, you have to really shut your eyes to treat inflation

as a representative-agent tax. We may or may not want to tax currency, but to imagine

that the holdings are spread approximately evenly and are unrelated to other things in the

economy seems silly.

9 Wrapping Up

The real business cycle model was a representative agent model and this was a big revolution

in macro. Is seems like you didn’t really participate in that research program. Is that because

you think representative agent framework cannot answer important questions?

When Prescott started real business cycle theory, I viewed it as having a qualitative

message. The idea was to make the point that innocent settings, settings in which there are

obviously no departures from optimality, can give rise to qualitative observations which had

been viewed as puzzling– mainly, that investment fluctuates a lot relative to consumption.

That was a worthwhile message.

The message that optimal outcomes could generate fluctuations and, therefore, don’t call

for interventions, is not intrinsically connected with a representative agent. Nor is the idea

that exogenous technology shocks account for most fluctuations. However, if real business

cycle theory turns into a theory in which TFP is an empty box into which you can shove

anything, a view which Prescott seemed to espouse in the Ely lecture he gave a number of

years ago, then it becomes a much less interesting theory.

Given the very strong sentiment you expressed about heterogeneity being at the center of some

of the questions we really want to answer, do you think that the place we really ought to be

moving on the frontier is on methods for handling heterogeneity and distributional issues?

Is the big piece of this now a math problem?

Maybe it is, or maybe it is just a programming problem. If I had a really good model

whose implications were really going to tell me something important, I do not think it would
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be hard to get a big grant to do a lot of intensive computing. People don’t do that because

they cannot make the case that the answer is important enough. Either the question being

posed isn’t interesting enough, or the way it’s being addressed does not merit that kind of

effort.

You’ve spent a huge amount of your time working in monetary economics. Some people out

there would say this is useful so we can help central banks get a handle on the welfare costs

of inflation. Is this the big question or would you propose other big questions in monetary

theory?

One nice thing about doing research is that you build models which do some things, and

then you see that you can use them to address other questions. I don’t start out wanting to

improve monetary theory in order to get better estimates of the welfare costs of inflation.

I start out to do monetary theory to try to put in place some building blocks that we’re

happy with. Better estimates of the welfare costs of inflation may be part of the output, but

I don’t think it’s the only one by any means.

For example, quite a few years ago at the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, an

economist there and I had a few brief discussions about Federal Reserve float. The Federal

Reserve has rules about how it credits depositing banks and debits banks on which checks

are written. Other countries have different rules. The question was: can we appraise those

different rules? At the time, I decided we weren’t ready to do it. We didn’t have a model

of transactions or of float. Now, we have such models. Although I haven’t returned to that

question, if I did I would have at least some inkling about how to begin.
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